1. "V" STAKE FOR 1/8" AND 1/4" DISTRIBUTION TUBING, DIG MODEL 16-016

2. 1/4" VINYL DISTRIBUTION TUBING, 156 ID X 245 OD DIG MODEL 12-002 100', 12-005 500', 12-015 3000

3. FINISH GRADE OR MULCH

4. SINGLE OUTLET PC DRIPPER ON 1/4" BARB INLET DIG MODEL 06-014 1 GPH, 06-015 2 GPH, 06-016 4 GPH

5. 1/2" POLY TUBING DIG MODEL: 14-007, 500' 14-008, 1000'

SINGLE OUTLET PC DRIPPER USING 1/4" DISTRIBUTION TUBING FOR BELOW GROUND INSTALLATION
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